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THE NEW ZOO is ready to open - but where are all the animals? The clever monkeys have opened

all the train cars and the animals are hiding all over Sodor! Lift the flaps and help Thomas the Tank

Engine and his friends hunt for a hungry bear, a sleeping tiger, noisy parrots, and many more!Not

available for several years, this popular title is now available in thischild-friendly, rack-sized format.
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Illustrated in full color. James the Red Engine is taking some wild animals to the zoo when

mischievous monkeys set the creatures free. Can Thomas the Tank Engine and his friends round

up the missing menagerie? Lift the flaps and see!

In the early 1940s, a loving father crafted a small, blue, wooden engine for his son, Christopher. The

stories that this father, the Reverend W. Awdry, made up to accompany this wonderful toy were first

published in 1945. He continued to create new adventures and characters until 1972, when he

retired from writing. Reverend Awdry died in 1997 at age 85.

Almost any Thomas book will be a hit with Thomas fans, but my boys do seem to enjoy this one a

great deal. They find the mild humor (monkeys wearing clothes, seals throwing objects, a bear



eating lots of tuna) beyond hilarious. They like (and I like) the way the lift-a-flaps are set up, so they

really change the picture around when opened. If you have a Thomas fan 5 or under, I would

consider this book.

My son is infatuated with Thomas the Tank Engine. Sometimes finding those rare books in your

local book store or toy store are hard to find. I did not have a hard time at all. I typed in the name of

the book and found it right away. This was on my son's wishlist for Christmas. Book arrived on time

and as described. My son reads this book two to three times a day. He absolutely loves this book

and I am so happy I was able to locate it.Great price and quality. The book has pop up doors to

discover the hide and seek animals. These great surprises make my son laugh

uncontrollably.Thanks,

My son was 18 months old and a huge Thomas and flap book fan when I ordered this. I was

disappointed with the quality. He tore most of the flaps off within a week. I also did not care for the

artwork. The lines are fine and the colors blend so the animals do not stand out. Son stills loves

Thomas but this book is more appropriate for an older child.

My son loves this book so much it is our second copy because he pulled all the flaps off of the last

one. Very fun book for little Thomas Train enthusiasts!

This is one of my girls' favorite books. They love the story line and all of the fun flaps to open. Highly

recommended for any Thomas fan!

My almost 2 year old grandson is now a big Thomas fan. I got him this book and he loves it. We

read it every time he visits. The pages are big and heavy paper so he can't tear them. He likes lifting

things up to see what is underneath. I can't say that I have really read the story, he isn't into that yet.

He just loves the pictures.

Our 3 year old received this for Christmas, and absolutely loves it! Every night before bed time, he

asks us to read it to him.The pages are very durable, and the flaps appear to be very resistant to

tears. Many pop up/flap books have very weak pop ups and flaps. These appear to be very sturdy

and should stand for a long time of day to day use.



This book is very entertaining for our Grandson, he loves flap books,this one is one of his favorites.

Very nice book Ellen Hassinger
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